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rather i would say the implosion

where the ocean became the dewdrop…

there are walls but not really walls

the body needs time to adjust to this new reality

the body is horizontal…tied in the world of gravity

the inner body is vertical…free of gravity

how to live in this world and yet be present to the other ?

when you are free…you are simply like a cloud

a being of light…

a perfect sphere like the moon…

vertically above the body

and the body is below…

and the master guides the body

he is free of form

free to see…free to be 

utterly free

floating above 

and the body is below

and that body may live another ten…fifteen…or twenty years

he will gently guide his body…

speak through it…

use it to transmit the message of truth

do you understand what i am saying ?

the question has been asked again and again

is enlightenment sudden ?

or is enlightenment gradual ?

enlightenment is sudden…there is no gradual enlightenment…

but after that explosion of enlightenment 

there is gradual development  

for the body to absorb these new condition

but enlightenment is always sudden… 

there are no gradual states into enlightenment

seeing my master descend and bless me…

it is always the greatest peak for a disciple

whatever may become of me later

but that will always remain

the highest treasure that i carry…

that is why i say i am a devotee

utterly dissolved into his feet…

you see his feet descend and you are home

that is the day of your glory

after that you have to live consciously

and more consciously

to complete that same experience

hmm ?

it is a long journey

but what is important is that you have experienced the first explosion

after that it will be a celebration all the way…

you will know what needs to be done

what needs to be undone…

and even if it takes fifteen to eighteen years for the body

to complete its process

you will be celebrating each moment from that day on

osho became enlightened in 1952

he declared himself to be bhagwan

when he completed his last samadhi in 1970

it took him eighteen years…

and he has stated clearly that he has had five samadhis

that in the fifth samadhi he never came back to the body

that his body became so light…

the wall became so transparent…

that he was not needed in the body anymore

he himself has explained five samadhis

and that was his final explosion
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